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Christmas Proposal
Regency Romance
Coming this Fall

Love is an Illusion and Love, the Only Reality

PamBinder.com
@PamBinder183
Writing on the Edge of Reality

Sci-Fi
Paranormal
Inspirational
Adventure
Romance

The Angel Chronicles
The Vaedra Chronicles
Children's Adventures

EsterLopez.com
@EsterLopez1
JUST ANOTHER DAY AT THE OFFICE...

SEAL Team Alpha Series

Buy links @ www.zoedawson.com/books

NCIS Series

A mix of Navy and civilians investigating murder, espionage and crime across a global landscape.
What on earth is a medical diver?

Buckle up and enjoy the stories of Leonard Starbeck's incredible adventures as an Independent Medical Diver (DMT/IDC), a tactical medic, as a surgical nurse, and Merchant Marine Medical Service Officer.

On any given day, he could be sailing, diving, shooting, or parachuting out of a plane, on duty as a medical corpsman, a boat driver, a marine mammal tech, a dive instructor, a gofer, a chauffeur, and a gardener.

Harrowing medical emergencies associated with diving and high pressure conditions from deep ocean dives, to the top of 12,000 foot mountains looking for un-exploded bombs.

Leonard Starbeck served as a deep-sea diving independant corpsman in the U.S. Navy and Marines for over thirty years.

Medicaldiver.com
@LenStarbeck
The House on Cedar Ridge
A mysterious ivory fan, a surprise marriage, and the suspicion a witch was among them... Secrets whispered along the corridors and hidden crevices.

The House on Cedar Ridge: Locke Manor
No peace could be found; the walls within harbored dangerous and frightening secrets. The sunlight upon the walls of the museum cast a deceiving appearance of serenity...

The House on Cedar Ridge: The Museum
A jealous and angry witch was among them... The malevolent danger was as strong and relentless as the waves from Superior. The battle lines were drawn.

From award-winning, Wall Street Journal and international bestselling author Pamela Ackerson.
The passion for survival
The beauty of true friendship...

Twelve year old Carissa's only home is a brothel and her only parent is a drug-addicted mother in Tombstone, Arizona.

After tricking the madam into summoning a doctor, she discovers that Miss Lucille has been drugging her mother. She and the kind doctor make a plan to try to save her.

The only source for the drug is China Mary, who lives in Hoptown, at the other end of town. Carissa has no choice but to go to the powerful woman for help.

“Blood and Silver is an absolute treasure, packed with a wealth of inspiring characters!” - Indies Today

Award Winning YA Historical Fiction

ValiBenson.com  @BensonVali

[Image of book and devices]
Lonestar’s Lady ~ Lonestar. His name fit him perfectly. It fed every fantasy that Gussie Horton had conjured about Indians and forbidden love. His neighbors whispered that he was a murdering half-breed, which was true. But Gussie believed in second chances, and more importantly, her heart told her to believe in Max Lonestar.

Solitary Horseman ~ The Civil War is over but the battles continue. Brought together by bad luck and cruel twists of fate, Callum and Banner forge a partnership they hope will keep them afloat even as neighboring Texas ranchers go under and their land is snapped up by opportunists.

Ropin’ the Moon ~ He had tumbleweed in his blood, moving from one town to the next. Traveling to where there was trouble, he was hired to tame wild places with a fast draw and an iron will. Lacy knew that Dalton wouldn’t be around long and she shouldn’t be tempted by him. But like the moon, his pull on her was a natural, powerful force that she was helpless to resist.
J.C. Layne
Multi-Genre Escapes
What fun it brings...

These are a few of my FAVORITE things

www.facebook.com/authorjclayne
Carrie is horrified when outlaws attack the stage coach carrying her and her father west, killing the driver, the shotgun guard, and her father. Left alone in the desert with night coming on, her future seems bleak until a stranger reluctantly comes to her rescue.

Bohannon is a gambler, a wanderer, and a half-breed wanted by the law in South Dakota for killing a white man. He has no interest in taking Carrie to Willow Tree Springs to claim the ranch her father bought, sight unseen. But he can’t bring himself to leave her behind.

The trail to Willow Tree Springs is fraught with danger, but as time passes, Carrie’s fear and mistrust of the man who saved her prove unfounded. By the time they reach their destination, she’s fallen in love with Bohannon, and he with her.

Together, they begin working on the badly-rundown ranch, restoring the house, rebuilding the barn, planning for the future.

But their future suddenly looks grim when Bohannon is arrested and taken back to South Dakota to stand trial for murder. Against his wishes, she follows him, fearing that a guilty verdict will end her hopes for a life with the man she loves.

MadelineBaker.net  AmandaAshley.com

Rosa Ravenwood is determined to find a vampire who will turn her.

Jason is a powerful vampire who is seriously lacking in self-control.

The harder he falls for Rosa, the harder it is for him to resist the siren call of her blood. She is drawn deeper into a battle not only for her own life, but for that of the vampire she loves.
Shape Shifters of all kinds!

A relationship was the one thing Tamara didn’t want. Burned by men, she was done with dating.

Kingsley gave up on meeting his fated one until Eva walked into his life and threw him a curveball—

A good job, freedom, women, and a motorcycle that thrills the untamed beast within. Until he meets her...

Will his secret undo their special friendship, or will she realize Gabe is that one man worth fighting for?

Whimsical tales sure to captivate! Six shape shifter, paranormal romances in one amazing book.

tklawyerauthor.com
@tklawyerauthor
A fun, sexy romance about a guy who can’t commit and a girl who promises herself she won’t fall in love with him. (Spoiler alert! They’re both delusional.)

Deborah’s books are all available on Amazon

All of Ms. Camp’s books are awesome! She is a prolific author. One is always drawn in from the first sentence. And you can’t help falling in love with the hero!!!!

★★★★★ Amazon Review

www.deborah-camp.com
He knows what I did last summer. He promised not to tell, but everyone knows you can never trust an Outlaw.

I'd sworn off bad boys, but Owen was the kind of man who made me forget my promises...my reason...my name...

WHO LET THE DOG? OUT!
Bucky Lew burst through pro basketball’s color barrier almost 50 years before the NBA. And playing the game was just a start. He wanted to dominate in every single role—from player to coach to owner.

His dream looked to be deferred when Harry Hough, the league’s top scorer, refused to play against a Black man in a matchup that the press billed as a preview of the championship.

The stakes were high—it was a fight for the future of the season, the future of the game, and maybe even the future of sports.

@IamChrisBoucher
ChrisBoucher.net

Can faith alone get you through the wrought iron gates and an eternity of bliss?

A high powered US Intelligence official plays God with the lives of a US Operative and a Jewish Syrian spy, Sabeen, who suffers savage brutality and years of rape to save the life of her only son.

Amazon.com/author/julian-biba  @julbiba
A 14 year old military cadet is tortured and interrogated while falsely accused of spying against his communist country, forcing him to plan an escape from the iron curtain.

It was Albania, and it was only a generation ago...

Amazon.com/author/Julian-Biba
@JulBiba

Δarakon is ready to do anything to fulfill the oath he has taken and avenge the death of his comrades.

Dragons were powerful and feared creatures in the world, their very presence striking fear into the hearts of their foes. But now they have been wiped from existence, and their true nature is all but forgotten.

A few are still alive and hidden, Δarakon is one of them although he is not aware of that. Once he loses everything and is left for dead, revenge is his only goal and burden.

Amazon.com/Wallace-Knucker
The only place where you can have an affaire... without the guilt!
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and so much more
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Hell has never looked so frightening.

Find the award-winning Gehenna series and more from Kaylin McFarren

Available on Amazon

www.kaylinmcfarren.com
SYNDICATE RULES
NEW SERIES BY LUCY MONROE

Spicy Mafia Romance

Ruthless antiheroes at the top of the Mafia hierarchy. Nothing will keep them from the women meant to match them.

WWW.LUCYMONROE.COM